Atavistic evolution: the nexus of human error and answer, pt. 1
Over the last six to eight years I have made a series of progressive steps down a new
pathway which has led to a complete reversal in my situation. Yesterday, one of the last
bricks was laid into the foundation of an entirely new construction of human personality,
and the effect, appears without question, to form a solid footing and clear causal genesis
explaining the human problem, and imply a step-wise method of repair, of what on the
surface appear to be disparate and various difficulties plaguing the human condition,
which in fact are all reflections of one fundamental error.
To make these ideas as easily intelligible as possible, I will reverse the order of events,
and proceed from effect to cause. The explanation will be easy to comprehend once you
can see how the effect plays out, so as to alter the plethora of human error, at a single
pass. Then, the psychology, neuroscience, history, physics and genetics will be clear, as
you will see what they are doing first, rather than need sort through technical material
which is unclear as to its point or purpose. The science, is an apparent complexity, as
each discipline is a different lens, but in fact, all are looking at the same object, and are
easy to comprehend, once that becomes clear.
As each piece of the puzzle has unfolded itself, a uniform series of systemic adjustments
emerged, each a progression in the chain, and each in turn, as the last, if more advanced
in the effects. Always, the effect is to increase one's energy level…not as a neurosis, not
a sick tension always vacillating and never settling…no…but as a smooth and glowing
sexuality, sometimes sublimated into higher thought, and a deep sense of caring…in fact,
each piece of the inculcation has resulted in greater ease of thinking, and living.
I will detail some of the results from my work yesterday, and then, apply the model to
demonstrate how all this is related to the following seemingly separate issues, which are
the hallmark of human intransigence, self-hatred, and error.
The litany of human error falsely appears to be a series of separate issues:
1. War
2. Economic disparity
3. Addiction to money
4. Addiction to drugs
5. Cruelty
6. Lack of empathy and caring
7. Obedience to and submission to authority

8. Competition and deception between nations and individuals
9. Secrecy
10. Nationalism
11. Greed
12. The building of deadly weapons
13. The exploitation of the earth and each other
14. Manipulable commercial exploitable appetites
15. The feeling of emptiness and disconnection: existential angst
16. Human Stupidity…the inability to learn from history or experience
17. The repetition of fundamental and deadly error
18. Dissatisfaction with one's position or level of reward in life
19. Disinterest in learning
20. Addiction to entertainment
21. Addiction to products
22. Neurosis
23. Perversion
24. Moral reaction…meaning hatred set against those unlike ourselves
25. The inability to be alone in silence without anxiety (studies show people will shock
themselves, rather than experience being without stimulation!)
26. Feelings of emptiness
27. Depression
28. Feelings of constant rage
29. The constant need for external praise
30. The need for success as reflected in the eyes of others

31. Hatred of each other, and a usury attitude toward the earth: exploitation
All of these, are reflections of a single error. I have found the psychological error around
which we have been constructed, and in a series of specific steps, corrected it. Below is
the last step, a not too close look at the results of my work yesterday. Before I write that
out, you should understand that the result below is just as the other steps along this road,
and in each case, we see but the same, a drawing closer and closer of the same
typological alteration. Specifically, less neurosis, more empathetic connectivity, and
increased manifest intelligence. It is to be noted, that my current level of ability is new,
and these changes are responsible for it: in the last few years I have taught myself what
before seemed impossible and dull things. I had no appetite or demonstrated aptitude for
writing, or science, and now, have taught myself how to write novels, psychology books,
philosophy books, verse, learned neuroscience on my own, quantum theory, depth
psychology … and it was fun! Very little effort was needed. This is entirely new, and
parallels a shift in my attitude, from a frustrated aggressive mindset, to one of connection
and empathy. The entire process, so very healthy, proceeds by way of removing the
lynchpin of modern personality, gutting it, completely. Modern man is put together
incorrectly. The illness, stems from a death wish inculcated in very specific fashion, the
history will be explained later, and the psych and neuroscience as well. We have been
assembled to be easy to control, unhappy, ill and stupid. Modern man is worthless…for
an exact reason, and can be repaired to know it. I have accomplished this in my own
case. Alter this error: super-ego introjection and associated penalty and reaction, and be
well. We can stop following the human tradition of hate, obedience, stupidity and cruel
error. We can remove the noose…of guilt. We will use neuroscience and psychology, to
find physics…and empathy. Here is the result of my efforts yesterday.
a. First, you must understand an absolute necessity: one must be adept with depth
psychology, and be able to access unconscious content. This is no simple thing. Few can
do it. This is very ugly and difficult work. You may ask for a technique. Due to the
level of difficulty, these ideas will be most useful to demonstrate the structure of the deep
and tragic error, and outline a pathway for the next generations. They may be raised
properly. To cure one of us who has been raised as a modern, the deepest foundational
error must be undone. One MUST find the earliest memories around which the damage
was formed, the first developmental aspects of super-ego must be found. A regression,
and then 30-60 more, must be used to repair the damage. What I found with certainty is
the following: the wound was severe, and not in any way the fault of the child.
Once a careful review of each and every piece of repressed upbringing and abuse is
clearly addressed, you will find this: The penalties always exceed any…"crime." Guilt, is
a huge pile of nothing…a fake. We have been hung and choked half dead, upon a noose
made of nothing. Never prostrate yourself before authority…never. If you have not
found each and every memory, the following will not work, and will reset, to injure you.
One must find this material first and work it through.

b. Once the entire of all repressions associated with super-ego had been brought to
consciousness, I was able to accomplish the following:
There are a pair of circuits I will detail later, which in their balance determine the levels
of opioid system and dopaminergic distribution. These chemical distributions form
elation, and higher thought. The sympathetic limbic/OFC circuit is formed during a
period where the infant has yet to individuate itself from the world…empathy by way of
identification stems from this. The parasympathetic limbic/OFC circuit terminates the
expression. These distributions, are innervated in the first 18 months of life, and I am
entirely certain and correct to say from a great many successful alterations and a-priori
observations, they are the basis of empathy, and found that trait directly attributable to the
circuitry dynamism. Current neuroscience limits attributions of empathy to mirror
neuronal activity, and is short sighted. The effect is profound. This limbic/OFC circuitry
is the basis of empathy, which also extends to include identification with the natural
world, not only the far less important active embedded identifications with other people.
I decided to attempt the manual deactivation of the parasympathetic circuitry, and thereby
terminate the constant stultifying effects of undeserved guilt, freeing dopaminergic and
opioid systemic distributions, and curtailing anxiety and stress mediated by CRF and
other dread chemistry, associated with typical modern illness and imbalance. All normal
people have super-ego…all. I was indeed, able to feel the effect engage, and damp down
my happiness. We all have a parasite within us. I then, began to take careful note of the
feeling, and then, simply…turned it off. I terminated, the neuroanatomical basis of guilt.
The effect was as an orgasm. I can not overstate it. I can not. Such beauty! Within each
leaf and twig, was pleasure, beauty and reward…happiness! So full and thick, so warm
and sweet…is the world! My wife seemed 20 again, the colors, so full and rich, and each
second was my reward…! The feelings of emptiness vanished, and all the world, was so
very full and welcoming…so warm and full. Such beauty! I was overtaken by a feeling
of boundless love and caring for all things, the beautiful earth seemed to breathe, and as
my thoughts turned to my friends, I began to feel such warmth, which soon spread to all
things. A feeling of fullness, and caring, for every person and every blade of grass…for
all things. Pure empathy. Pure fullness. Pure pleasure. So full! My mind drifted to
science, and what seemed a difficult problem with quantum interferometry appeared
simple, and easy to hold in mind. Empathy, fullness, pleasure, caring, ethics, and
intelligence…this is what we are cheated of, to be assembled as moderns. We are gutted.
It need not be so. I will never need a product, harmful drug, or foolish entertainment
again. I feel too full and good to want it. Each second, is my reward. Our heaven, is
now. Modern man, is placed into hell, to be raised thus…this alone is sin: Sin, is to blind
the eye to the fact: our heaven is here, and now. That, is sin.
Next, we will look closely at how this affects each problem we face in the intransigent,
proud, warlike, guilty, modern man. What is the relation between all this, and the
problem that is man? I will write on that topic next. Then, the neuroscience, history and
psych. The human error, has an answer.
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